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Developing software with a passion for crafting unique, memorable, and user-focused experiences
========================================================

PRIMARY TECHNOLOGIES

Development: Javascript | React/Router | Svelte/SvelteKit
Testing: Cypress | Mocha/Chai
Miscellaneous Tools/Work�ow: GitHub | Wireframing | TDD | OOP | REST APIs | GraphiQL | Postman | Apollo
| Houdini | Express.js | …and a pinch (but growing knowledge) of Python 3

NOTABLE REPOSITORIES (GITHUB)
♦ John Conway's Game of Life (v3)

TECHNOLOGIES USED: JavaScript | Svelte/SvelteKit | Netlify | MongoDB | Express.js

● This personal project is designed to require imaginative and creative implementation of JavaScript, in order to handle
functionality it is not especially designed for

●

● The main learning goal is to foster a deeper understanding of JS; using it to develop a game like this requires that I grow my
knowledge base for the language, while also acquainting me with a number of previously unknown nuances

●

● Currently, the app is capable of supporting roughly 10k-15k individual instances of cells with little (if any) drop in
performance, despite each cell instance holding vital information in state regarding the cell instances in its immediate
vicinity (with each able to keep this information up-to-date per the current state of the game board as a whole)

♦ Listicle - (Productivity App)

TECHNOLOGIES USED: JavaScript | Svelte/SvelteKit | Apollo | Houdini | GraphiQL | Postman | GraphQL | TravisCI |
TailwindCSS | Cypress | Heroku | Netlify | Surge

● This app is a productivity enhancer, in�uenced by other, similar apps such as Trello. It was developed in collaboration with
one other front-end developer and three back-end developers. Each end was tasked with choosing at least one technology
they were unfamiliar with. On the front-end side, we opted to use several technologies that were, at the time, entirely new to
us (including one we discovered along the way)

●

● In the space of two and a half weeks, my front-end partner and I self-taught (and successfully implemented) Svelte, Apollo,
SvelteKit, and Houdini with little-to-no direct support (the latter two of which are yet in their technological infancy,
relatively speaking)

MOST RECENT WORK EXPERIENCE

A Friendly Local Painter (AFL Painter, LLC) August 2018 - July 2021
● Sole-proprietor of this house-painting business (both exterior and interior painting)
● Built a rapidly growing business based solely on word-of-mouth referrals
● Successfully negotiated highly detailed bids/contracts with homeowners, tailoring the work performed and even the work process

itself to �t the individual needs of each client
● Prioritized daily, open communication with each client, disclosing any complications as they would arise, and if need be,

collaborating with the client to determine the best course forward
♦

Liberty Point Elementary School (Pueblo County School District 70) August 2015 - May 2018
● Paraprofessional/behavioural coach
● Modeled/reinforced strong social skills while working one-on-one with students (and later in small group sessions geared more

towards academic learning, with goals specially tailored to meet the needs of each group)

EDUCATION

Turing School of Software and Design July 2021 - January 2022
● Developed hard/soft skills related to common front-end technologies, protocols, and applicable industry standards/best practices

Colorado-State University at Pueblo January 2008 – May 2011
● Majored in music

https://www.linkedin.com/in/paultimothychambers/
https://github.com/PaulTimothyChambers
https://github.com/PaulTimothyChambers/zero_player_MMORPG
https://github.com/Listicle/Listicle-UI

